A total of 16 wave gauges were placed in the basin, see Figure 3 . 12 wave gauges were placed 92 along the centre line of the basin; 6 in front of the absorber numbered 1-6 (2 pairs of 3 gauges) and 6 The main purpose of the wave basin tests was to investigate the influence of the surrounding 98 fixed substructure on the performance of the WEC. Figure 4 shows the setups of the two tests used for 99 analysis in this paper, one where the WEC is pitching with the only interaction of the waves and wave 100 basin, and the second one where the WEC is surrounded by the fixed substructure or "bottom box" (or campaign. The origin of the coordinates systems is located at the middle of the shaft going through the 106 bearings (middle of the body), and its the axis which the body will rotate around. The moments acting 107 on the pitching body are also shown in this figure.
Wave Basin Experimental Data
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Figure 5. Pitching rigid body and moments acting on it referred to the body's origin of coordinate system. M w is the moment from the water pressure on the body surface; M g is the moment due to the body weigth and M c is the moment provided by the power-take-off or control moment.
The equation governing the problem is Newton's second law:
Where J is the mass moment of inertia in pitch (around the y axis);θ is the angular acceleration of 
114
By inserting:
The equation is expanded to:
The experiments performed to establish the coefficients in the formulae for validation and/or 115 calibration of the single degree of freedom model comprise:
116
• Undisturbed waves and repeatability.
118
When waves are generated in the basin, some reflection effects from the beach will occur. In 119 order to know the incident and reflected waves at the wave absorber position, the following 120 procedure was used: 121 1. Waves were generated and measured in the basin without the device (undisturbed waves) 122 using the software "Awasys" from Aalborg University, including active absorption. 3. The same waves are afterwards repeated with the device in position.
• Wave excitation.
134
During these tests, the absorber was held fixed by the actuator piston. The actuator was put 135 in position control using a fixed target position corresponding to the static, neutrally-buoyant 136 position. The measured control moment is directly the wave excitation moment [12] .
137
Since the absorber is held in the static position using the actuator,there is no body motion, hence Eq.3 simplifies to: Wave basin experiments for T p = 1s and H 0 = 0.04m regular wave. eta is wave elevation from undisturbed waves experiments; pitch the angle measured from free motion experiments, where the rest position was at 5 degrees approx., and Mc is the control moment measured during wave excitation experiments.
• Hydrostatics
152
To measure the hydrostatic moment, the absorber was moved gently up and down and • Decay
164
An example of a (repeated) decay test is shown in Figure 9a . In the decay tests, the WEC was 165 lifted (or pushed down) using the actuator, which was set to provide a constant moment in order
166
to keep the WEC away from its static position for a few seconds before releasing it. As illustrated, difference between target and measured moment provided by the actuator is presented in Figure   169 9b, where the irregularities in the measured moment are due to friction effects.
170
(a) Decay tests with absorber released at t=5s for the setup of WEC only.
(b) Target and measured control moment corresponding to the first decay test.
Figure 9.
Example of data for decay tests for the case of WEC only, Figure 9a shows the repeatability of the experiment, and Figure 9b shows the difference between target and measured control moment.
After an analysis of the undisturbed wave experiments, some conclusions can be drawn. It is 
Model description

185
The numerical model baseline is a set of data of hydrodynamic coefficients calculated using
186
WAMIT for a range of frequencies and for different body positions, which are defined by the angle of It is important to highlight that despite of the overestimation of the pitch motion by linear theory, Both results show that the inclusion of the fixed structure around the WEC modify the behaviour of the WEC, decreasing its motion for wave periods up to 1.4 s and increasing it for the longest waves.
Eight numerical model versions are compared. In order to make it easier to understand the absorber, and it is defined as the amplitude of its motion (angle rotated relative to rest position).
206 Table 1 . Numerical model versions description
The inclusion of a control moment M c applied by the actuator only occurs for the decay 207 simulations and the input to the model is the measured signal.
208
The model solves the dynamic equation of motion defined in Eq.3. The moments can be grouped 209 or decomposed as:
Where, M hyst is the hydrostatic stiffness moment;M grav , the gravity moment; M buoy , the buoyancy 211 moment; M exc the excitation moment; M FK , Froude-Krylov moment; M sc , scattered moment;
212
M drag , quadratic drag moment; M FrictionBearing , the moment due to the friction in the bearings and
213
M LinearDamping a moment due to linear damping.
214
The submerged body is defined by its submerged panel centroids. The panel centroids and their normals are defined for an angle of the body equal to zero according to the body coordinates system given in Figure 15 , and then rotated as needed using the following rotation matrix [15] • Radiation moment: M rad The radiation moment has been included as a memory function approximated using Prony's method in the time domain model [16] . This moment is calculated using the coefficients for the absorber's rest position.
Where A ∞ is the infinite frequency added mass andθ is the pitch acceleration, this term represents the contribution to the force that is in phase with the body acceleration.
dτ is the convolution term that accounts for the fluid memory effects, where K is the retardation function, which can be calculated in the time domain using the damping coefficients.
• Hydrostatic moments: M hyst
221
The hydrostatic moment is due to the difference between the torque due to the body mass or 222 gravity torque, and the buoyancy torque.
-Gravity moment: M grav
The gravity torque depends on the body position defined by the angle of rotation θ. The torque will be estimated at the rest position (θ 0 ) when using linear theory and at the instantaneous body position, θ i , when using the quasi-linear numerical model.
Where J is the (5, 5) element of the inertia matrix, which is the moment of inertia of the 224 body around the y axis, and COB x is the x coordinate of the center of buoyancy. 228 * In general terms, the linear hydrostatic stiffness moment M hyst is a linearization of the difference between the buoyancy and gravity moments, assuming small amplitudes of motion, hence, small changes in waterplane area, such that:
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and X 5 is the body's displacement in the 5 th degree of freedom.
In the current numerical model, stiffness moment is split in the equation of motion into the separate gravity and buoyancy components, hence the linear stiffness is replaced such that:
M grav(5) can be calculated as above, and for the case where the linear stiffness coefficient 231 is to be used, M buoy(5) is calculated from:
The hydrostatic coefficient K (5,5) is obtained from WAMIT for the rest position θ 0 . directions respectively, and surface area S j .
239
The surge, sway and heave buoyancy forces are first given by:
Then, based on these, the rotational modes roll, pitch and yaw are given by:
Where × represents cross product.
240
Therefore, for a pitching device the buoyancy force is given by:
• Excitation moment: M exc 
Where, ρ is water density; g, gravity acceleration; H, wave height; k, wave number; d, water integrating the dynamic pressure across the submerged geometry at the hydrostatic 248 rest position (θ 0 ), where the submerged geometry is defined by the still water line.
Where, in addition to the parameters using to define the dynamic pressure, this Determined by integrating the dynamic pressure across the instantaneous submerged 255 geometry, where the instantaneous submerged geometry is defined by the still water given by:
In this case, η is the water surface elevation at the x coordinate c 1 at time t.
266
Then, based on the Froude-Krylov forces, the rotational modes roll, pitch and yaw are given by:
-Scattering moment: M sc
267
The scattering force can be determined by:
268 * With WAMIT scattered moment coefficients corresponding to the absorber's rest angle.
) * Interpolating different WAMIT scattered moment coefficients corresponding to different angles of absorber to update this moment each time-step to the actual absorber angle of inclination.
-Excitation moment: M exc (t)
The excitation torque can be calculated by convolving the water surface elevation with the impulse response function of the linear excitation torque, as shown in Eq. 22, where η(t) is the undisturbed measured wave time series [18] .
The impulse response function of the excitation moment, M IRF exc , is calculated by taking the inverse Fourier transform of the frequency response, as in Eq.23. 1. A quadratic drag force in the translational modes can be implemented as follows,
Where C d is the drag coefficient, A p (i,j) is the projected area of the j panel in the i direction,
283Ẋ
(i,j) the j panel velocity in the i direction and u (i,j) the fluid velocity at the j panel centroid
284
in the i direction. n is the total number of submerged panels. Further details can be found 285 in [19] .
286
The implementation of the quadratic drag force has been as follows: 
] indicates the coordinates of the panel centroids. Since we are using the 294 panels coordinates in the body coordinate system to calculate the body velocity, as result 295 the velocity obtained isẊ = (ẋ,ẏ,ż), referring to the (x, y, z) components. This is needed to 296 calculate later on the relative velocity between the body and the fluid. 3. Calculate the projected area of the panels below the water surface. The geometry is defined by panels, which are defined by four vertices. Three-dimensional panel surfaces defined by four vertices can be estimated by dividing them into two triangles and calculating the area of each of them as follows [20] :
Where x represents a vertex defined by three coordinates, x = [x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ] and × is the cross 298 product.
299
In order to calculate the projected area of a triangle in the x, y and z directions, this equation is used:
Where, x nx = [0, x 2 , x 3 ], and here n is the vertex number. Analogously, the vertex defining 300 the projected area in the y direction will have the y component equal to 0, and will keep 301 the x and z coordinate components. In the same way, in order to calculate Ap z all the z 302 coordinates of the vertex will be set to 0, and only the x and y coordinate components will 303 be used in the calculation. In linear theory, the velocity potential is related to the complex velocity potential by:
Where the complex velocity potential is defined by:
Where k is the wavenumber and β is the angle between the positive x-axis and the direction 307 of propagation of the incident wave.
308
For β = 0, the fluid velocity in the y direction u y = 0, and the horizontal and vertical 309 velocities are given by:
Hence, the pitching relative velocity between the wave absorber and the fluid is:
By observing how the panel normal and panel velocity vectors change in time domain, it
311
was concluded that the condition for the panels to meet in order to contribute to the drag 312 force is that the angle defined by the panel normal vector and the panel velocity vector is 313 less than 90 degrees. This condition will define which panels will contribute to the drag 314 force when the device is moving downwards or clockwise, and which panels will contribute 315 when the device is rotating upwards.
316
This angle is calculated using the cross product and the dot product as follows [21] :
6. The drag force in (x, y, z) can now be calculated using Eq.24, and the corresponding 317 moments will be given by:
2. An approximate quadratic drag can be implemented in order to simplify and speed up calculations. This quadratic drag force is calculated for a hypothetical one single flat panel which would substitute all of the panels defining the submerged panels taken into account when calculating drag in the previous way. The flat panel that is used to calculate this approximated force is illustrated in Figure 16 . In this case the equation of the quadratic drag force is simplified as follows:
With the moments corresponding to these forces defined by:
Here again,Ẋ i represents translational body velocity in the x, y and z directions and A p,i • Friction in the bearings: M fb The value of the friction in bearing has been estimated from hydrostatics tests. The friction moment has been implemented as a constant moment against the WEC's motion:
• Linear Damping: M LinDamp
335
The unknown effects that cause the body motion to be damped are included as a linear damping 336 moment M LinDamp . The linear damping coefficient B will be chosen based on experimental data.
337
M LinDamp = −Bθ (38)
Results
338
In this section, some simulations are compared with experimental data in order to draw Results from V4 and V5 (see Table 1 ) are included in Figure 18 to prove that the simplification is pitching downwards. However, when it is rotating upwards, the approximated version doesn't compute any load, but the value of the mesh-based calculated drag load when the absorber is rotated 367 upwards, is relatively small and happens for a short period of time. Hence, it is fair to approximate the 368 drag moment by a simplified submerged geometry. V5 is more optimal since is computationally less 369 expensive (approximately 4 times faster).
370
Figure 18. Comparison of exact and approximated formulation of quadratic drag. In the figure, eta is the water surface elevation, and M drag is the moment around the y axis corresponding to the quadratic drag forces in the x and z directions.
Decay tests simulations
371
In the decay tests the WEC was moved from its static equilibrium by using the actuator, which 372 held it for a few seconds either up or down from the rest position, which is approximately at 5 degrees.
373
When the WEC was released, it came back to the static equilibrium after very few oscillations. The 374 oscillations are damped out quickly due to radiated waves, so the potential energy dissipated with the 375 wave radiation.
376 Figure 19 shows how sensitive the numerical model is to the physical inputs. Two of the 377 parameters that affect the results the most are water depth and friction coming from the bearings.
378
Both of them are very difficult to determine with exact precision. Figure 19a shows how 1 mm of 379 difference in water depth affects the simulated performance of the absorber. The accuracy in the 380 manual measurements and the differences due to changes in water depth are estimated to be +/-1mm.
381
This does not sound like much, but as the hinge height, which is the origin of the coordinates system, 382 was fixed relative to the seabed with a target height of 50 mm above the still water surface, 1 mm 383 actually corresponds to an accuracy in this hinge height of +/-2%. This accuracy corresponds to a 384 change in rest angle of about ±0.15 degrees and impacts the hydrodynamics. 
Regular waves simulations
393
The same version of the numerical model (V8, defined in Table 1 ) is now used to simulate free where a positive interaction between the two bodies was observed and predicted by potential theory.
402
The value of the linear damping coefficient was selected based on the experimental data. were done, so only the pitch motion can be compared with experimental data.
413
The numerical model shows that to accurately simulate the motion of the WEC for waves with 414 steepness higher than H/λ = 0.05, the drag coefficient used to compute quadratic drag load needs to 
Discussion
417
A strong interaction between WEC and substructure was observed during experiments, with interaction between the two bodies (i.e. where the motion is increased due to the proximity of the 432 second body), are the same wave frequencies at which an additional damping motion is required. damping in random wave excited gap resonance at laboratory scale -NewWave analysis and reciprocity.
